Robert Titzer, Ph.D.

Your Baby can Read!

Early Language Development System

Starting Early Is the Key to Reading Success!

BUILDS

- Self-Esteem
- Comprehension
- Phonics Awareness

Bonus Books!

Reading System for Ages 3 months to 5 years

Uses a Fun, Multi-Sensory Approach

OVER $120 VALUE!

Includes 3 Bonus Books

AS SEEN ON TV
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You are your child’s first teacher!

**Step 1**
Gives your child a strong foundation for reading. By learning his or her first words, your child can progress through the other steps with the understanding that words have meanings.

**Step 2**
Builds upon what your child has previously seen in Step 1 to enhance their learning.

**Step 3**
Has your child learning to read over 100 words, better preparing your child for future success.

---

**3 Interactive Videos**
- your child will see and hear the words, along with the meaning of the words
- teaches your child about objects, action words, and body parts
- entertains your child using fun sing-along songs and poems

**15 Interactive Cards**
- allows your child to associate the word with a picture of the word
- includes 3 erasable word cards and 1 non-toxic pen

**3 Interactive Books**
- familiar words are introduced in a new context to help expand their meaning

---

**Color-Coded Reading Step System**

---

**WARNING**
Not suitable for children under 36 months due to small parts which may present a choking hazard.

---

www.StartYourBabyReading.com
The most natural window of language development is early in life!

How It Works: Allows your child to learn the written word and the spoken word at the same time.

Multi-Sensory System

Robert Titzer, Ph.D.

*Your Baby Can Read!* was developed by Robert Titzer, Ph.D., a recognized expert in infant learning.
Human Brain Development

Synapse Formation Dependent on Early Experiences

Major university studies indicate the best time for learning is during the first five years of life.
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Early Language Development System

Simple and Easy Early Reading System

BUILDS
- Self-Esteem
- Comprehension
- Phonics Awareness

I can read!